Let the People Decide

The struggle over voting rights is headline news. This fight goes back generations as strategies to suppress the vote have evolved over the decades. Are race and politics inseparable?

Join CT Collaborative in a discussion about voting rights.

(Please watch on your own in advance. After registering, a link to the documentary will be sent one week prior to the discussion)

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27
7 pm - 8:15 pm
HOSTED VIRTUALLY ON ZOOM

Moderated by

Panelists

Andrew Clark
Director of IMRP
Central Connecticut State University

Gavin Guerra
Writer, Producer, & Director of Let the People Decide

David Dennis
Civil Rights Icon featured in Let the People Decide

Zal Shroff
Clinical Lecturer in Law and Senior Liman Fellow in Residence, Yale Law School

Michelle Riordan-Nold
Executive Director CTData

Click here to register
For more information contact: Richard Frieder - rfrieder335@gmail.com
www.ctcollaborative.org
#OneStateOneFilm

Presented by

THE CONNECTICUT COLLABORATIVE ON POVERTY, CRIMINAL JUSTICE & RACE